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Mask Set Errata for Mask 2N40C
Introduction
This report applies to mask 2N40C for these products:
• S08PT60

Errata ID

Errata Title

4044

BDC: a breakpoint may be missed in some cases

3955

DBG: the code does not stop at the DBG TAG breakpoint address, instead, it may stop a few instructions
later following the breakpoint address.

3868

KBI: Port: When a port pin is enabled as a KBI pin, the port data register read is always 0 even if the
corresponding PTxIEn bit is set (i.e., the port pin input is enabled).

4063

NVM: 2nd flash read returns invalid data and error flags may not be set when flash is busy programming
or erasing a block

3957

PMC: The STOP IDD with LVD enabled is high and not stable, oscillating around 530uA

4138

PMC: The part may be damaged at hot temperature

3869

SCI: When SCI is configured in 1 STOP bit mode, a false RDRF flag will be generated after the correct
RDRF flag is set.

3996

SCI: the LSB bit will be lost in the receiver side when using the frame format of 2 STOP bits plus 9 data
bits

3958

SOC: MCU can not be woken up from STOP mode when an interrupt happens within 6 bus clock cycles
after CPU starts to execute the STOP instruction

3959

SOC: SYS_ILLAH and SYS_ILLAL registers can't contain illegal opcode address of ILOP reset

4137

SOC: UUID registers may not contain the real UUID for PC samples

4592

PMC: Unstable to wake up MCU from stop3 mode with LVD disabled when the MCU power supply VDD
is in the low range

e4044: BDC: a breakpoint may be missed in some cases
Errata type: Errata
Description: The instruction address match may be masked if the breakpoint is set within two address
change cycles from PC, and hence no breakpoint hit is generated in this case.
This issue will not affect code running, but affect code debugging.
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Workaround: Do not set breakpoint within two address change cycles from PC.
This issue will be fixed in the next release.

e3955: DBG: the code does not stop at the DBG TAG breakpoint address, instead, it
may stop a few instructions later following the breakpoint address.
Errata type: Errata
Description: If a DBG TAG breakpoint is configured and enabled, the CPU can't break before this tagged
instruction is executed, but may break after several clock cycles. This does not affect code
running, but affect code debugging.
Workaround: Use the BDC breakpoint instead of DBG breakpoints and set only one breakpoint in the code.
Before performing "Step Into", "Step Over" and "Step Return" debugger functions, remove all
breakpoints.
This issue will be fixed in the next release.

e3868: KBI: Port: When a port pin is enabled as a KBI pin, the port data register read is
always 0 even if the corresponding PTxIEn bit is set (i.e., the port pin input is
enabled).
Errata type: Errata
Description: When a port pin is enabled as a KBI pin, the port data register read is always 0 even if the
corresponding PTxIEn bit is set (i.e., the port pin input is enabled). This issue applies to all port
pins that are shared with higher priority peripherals. When any higher priority peripheral
controls the I/O pin, the port data register always get value of 0.
Workaround: Disable the peripheral control on the I/O port pins followed by reading port data register to a
variable, then re-enable the peripheral control on the I/O pins, and at last check the variable bit
value for the pin. This limits the frequency of external signals. Below is an example
workaround code for checking KBI1 pin 5 and pin 4 states:
byte buttonStates;
// NOTE: disable KBI1 pin function before reading PORT data register
KBI1_PE = 0;
buttonStates = PORT_PTDD;
// NOTE: restore KBI pin function after PORT data register
KBI1_PE = KBI1_PE_KBIPE4_MASK | KBI1_PE_KBIPE5_MASK; /* enable KBI1 pin 5 and 4
*/
KBI1_SC_KBACK = 1; // clear KBI1 interrupt flag
// Check pin states
if( !(buttonStates & (1<<5)))
{
// handle KBI1 pin 5 pressed event
...
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}
if( !(buttonStates & (1<<4)))
{
// handle KBI1 pin 4 pressed event
...
}

e4063: NVM: 2nd flash read returns invalid data and error flags may not be set when
flash is busy programming or erasing a block
Errata type: Errata
Description: A corner case appears with the following sequence of events:
- The Flash is busy programming/erasing a block (CCIF=0)
- the application tries to read from PFlash, causing a collision error (not all PFlash reads would
cause such an error)
- a read collision error is reported (SFIF and DFIF flags set together)
- the application clears the error flags
- the application reads from the same 32-bit longword that originally caused the error (could be
the same address that originated the issue, but not necessarily)
- this second read does not return meaningful data, error flags may not set to indicate such
situation.
Workaround: The recommended operation for the Flash is to avoid reading from a block (flash or EEPROM)
while the Flash is busy programming or erasing that same block. To get an indication if the
Flash is busy the application can check the status of flag CCIF: while CCIF=0 the Flash is busy
and the application will not read meaningful data from the block being erased of programmed,
and should avoid reading.
Another workaround is as below which is not recommended:
After the collision was detected and the error flags were cleared by the user, the application
should execute a dummy read from another 32-bits longword (in a different address than the
one that caused the collision error), before reading the Flash block again. If the collision error
sets again, should be cleared accordingly.
This issue will be fixed in the next release.

e3957: PMC: The STOP IDD with LVD enabled is high and not stable, oscillating
around 530uA
Errata type: Errata
Description: When LVD is enabled in stop mode, the voltage reference refresh logic will stay off. This
results in several issues: the elevated IDD, the loss of currents to the 32khz low power
oscilator, the 1khz clock will lock, and ACMP. In general, this condition is unsafe to operate in
for more than 1 second at room temperature, 50ms at hot temperature and around 5-10
seconds at cold temperature.
Workaround: Do not enable LVD when entering STOP mode. This issue will be fixed in the next release.
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e4138: PMC: The part may be damaged at hot temperature
Errata type: Errata
Description: At hot temperature above 85°C, the latchup may be triggered with rapid VDD ramp time,
causing EOS and resulting in elevated IDD. This may damage the device.
Workaround: Add a large capacitor on VDD to slow the VDD ramp time. It will be fixed in the next release.

e3869: SCI: When SCI is configured in 1 STOP bit mode, a false RDRF flag will be
generated after the correct RDRF flag is set.
Errata type: Errata
Description: The SCI receiver sets Receive Data Register Full (RDRF) bit twice when 1 STOP bit frame
format is used. In this case, the first RDRF bit is correct, but the second RDRF bit is a false
flag. The false RDRF is generated after one bit time of the first RDRF gets set.
So if there is no delay or the delay is shorter than 1 bit time in between two data transmit
frames from the transmitter, the S08PT60 SCI receiver will generate a frame error in addition
to the RDRF flag.
Workaround: 1 bit time delay is required before reading SCI Data Register when RDRF bit is set. In addition,
in order for S08PT60 to receive the right data bytes in the data stream, the transmitter must
delay at least one bit time in between two consecutive data frames.
Example code snippet for SCI1 Rx polling mode is as below:
if(SCI1_S1 & SCI1_S1_RDRF_MASK) /* is the first RDRF set? */
{
/* delay 1 bit time to allow false flag to come*/
delay_1_bit_time();
dummy = SCI1_S1; /* read S1 to clear the false RDRF and other flags */
ucRxBuff[i++] = SCI1_D; /* read true data and store it to a buffer */
}
Example code snippet for SCI1 Rx interrupt mode:
interrupt VectorNumber_Vsci1rx void SCI1_RxISR( void )
{
if(SCI1_S1 & SCI1_S1_RDRF_MASK) /* is the first RDRF set? */
{
/* delay 1 bit time to allow false flag to come*/
delay_1_bit_time();
dummy = SCI1_S1; /* read S1 to clear false RDRF and other flags */
ucRxBuff[i++] = SCI1_D; /* read true data and store it to a buffer */
/* Place your other code here */
}
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e3996: SCI: the LSB bit will be lost in the receiver side when using the frame format of
2 STOP bits plus 9 data bits
Errata type: Errata
Description: The LSB bit will be lost in the receiver side when using the frame format of 2 STOP bits plus 9
data bits: the data shifter will shift 1 STOP bit as a MSB of the data into the data register and
the LSB of the data is lost when the parity is disabled. In case of parity enabled, the data
shifter will take 1 STOP bit as a parity bit and shift the LSB out. So the LSB of the data will be
lost too in this case.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue. Do not use the format of 2 STOP bits plus 9 data bits.
This issue will be fixed in the next release.

e3958: SOC: MCU can not be woken up from STOP mode when an interrupt happens
within 6 bus clock cycles after CPU starts to execute the STOP instruction
Errata type: Errata
Description: The MCU has some problem when handling the stop abort feature. When an interrupt is
generated within 6 bus clock cycles after CPU starts to execute the STOP instruction, the CPU
will respond to the interrupt and abort the STOP. This action will mask all the asynchronous
interrupts. However, the MCU system doesn't abort STOP which causes the system clock to
be stopped. Synchronous interrupts are disabled due to no clock to use. As a result, no
interrupt can wake up the MCU from STOP state.
Workaround: Avoid generating interrupt in the time frame of 0 ~ 6 bus clock cycles after STOP instruction is
executed by CPU. This issue will be fixed in the next release.

e3959: SOC: SYS_ILLAH and SYS_ILLAL registers can't contain illegal opcode
address of ILOP reset
Errata type: Errata
Description: When the illegal opcode reset occurs, the MCU can not capture the illegal opcode address into
SYS_ILLAH and SYS_ILLAL registers.
Workaround: Do not use the address in SYS_ILLAH and SYS_ILLAL registers as illegal opcode address.

e4137: SOC: UUID registers may not contain the real UUID for PC samples
Errata type: Errata
Description: For PC samples, the real UUID may not be programmed to the universally unique identification
(UUID) registers.
Workaround: The UUID will be programmed to the UUID registers during mass production.
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e4592: PMC: Unstable to wake up MCU from stop3 mode with LVD disabled when the
MCU power supply VDD is in the low range
Errata type: Errata
Description: The PMC does not provide enough current while waking up MCU from stop3 mode if the MCU
power supply VDD is in the low range. If LVD enabled with LVDRE bit set and LVDSE bit clear,
the LVD reset may occur with high MCU power supply VDD. The observed VDD can be as
high as 4V when LVD reset on wakeup happens.
Workaround: The low power stop3 mode can only be used at VDD from 5V down to the high LVD trip
(VLVDH) safely (4.2V to 5.5V). The low power stop3 mode cannot be used from 2.7V to 4.2V.
High power stop3 mode (LVDE and LVDSE fields set) can still be used for low voltage
applications.
It'll be fixed in future silicon revision.
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